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ABSTRACT 

In manufacturing enterprise we have no of manufacturing applied sciences the warm forging is one of the manufacturing 

applied sciences in mass manufacturing however each and every manufacturing applied sciences are have some failure cause. 

In this warm forging additionally have some failure motives in that one suppose is major. That is die put on is the foremost 

motive of failure. In this paper, the put on evaluation of a closed warm forging die used at the final stage of a aspect has been 

realized. The simulation of forging technique was once carried out through two software’s mannequin created in stable works 

and evaluation in ansys primarily based on analytical technique and the depth of put on was once evaluated with a steady put 

on coefficient. By evaluating the numerical outcomes with the dimension taken from the worn die, the put on coefficient has 

been evaluated for special factors of the die floor and finally a price of put on coefficient is suggested. 

 

Index: Wear, Wear Model, Wear Coefficient, Metal Forming, HotForging, Closed-Die Forging, Finite Volume 

Analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to the forging temperature, forging can be labeled into warm forging, bloodless forging and heat forging. Most 

steel aspects meant to be cast are carried out below warm forging. 

Hot forging is the most extensively used forging process. In warm forging process, forging is carried out at a temperature 

above the recrystallization temperature of the metallic which potential at the temperature at which the new grains are shaped 

in the metal. This type of severe warmth is imperative in heading off stress hardening of the steel in the course of 

deformation. 

In actual prerequisites at some stage in industrial manufacturing, friction performs a phase in the process. Friction forces at 

the die-work interface oppose the spreading of the cloth close to the surfaces, whilst the fabric in the centre can amplify 

greater easily. The end result is to create a barrel structure to the part. This impact is referred to as barreling in steel forging 

terms. Barreling is typically undesirable and can be managed by way of the use of superb lubrication. Another consideration, 

all through warm forging manufacturing process, which commonly acts to make bigger the barreling effect, is the warmth 

switch between the warm steel and the cooler die. The metallic nearer to the die surfaces cool quicker than the metallic closer 

to the centre of the part. The cooler fabric is extra resistant to deformation and expands much less than the hotter cloth in the 

centre, additionally inflicting a barreling effect. 

How to discover Hot Forging Process 

 

Forging is a metallic working procedure that manipulates, shapes, deforms, and compresses metallic to attain a favored form, 

configuration, or look outlined through a steel processing diagram or diagram. Depending on the kind of steel and the 

necessities of the design, the forging procedure can be finished the usage of both warm or bloodless forging processes. 
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.  

Modern equipment, machines, and home equipment rely on cast elements as a central phase of their mechanism. The 

infinite variety of cast components consist of a number sorts of tools, weapons and rifles, and components for vehicles. 

Though forging is an historical process, it is nevertheless an necessary section of most metalworking manufacturing 

 

 

If the technique temperature is above TH, the manner is described as warm forging. This doesn’t always imply that the cloth 

wishes to be heated. In low-melting metals (e.g. lead), recrystallization happens at room temperature.The attribute impact of 

warm forming, is the enormous cloth energy discount (yield stress) at temperatures above TH. The forming aspect turns into 

a “doughy” consistency. 

Recrystallization – the new formation of the steel crystalline lattice shape – is accountable for this. Through the degradation 

of the present pressure hardening (dislocation density) in the metal, the mobilization of dislocations (thermal activation) and 

the interchanging recuperation and recrystallization procedures happening at some stage in and after the forging step, it is 

feasible to attain very excessive formability. Thus, warm forging is used when the aim is to attain complicated 3D geometries 

by means of forming. In addition, it permits the processing of difficult-to-form materials, which can be fashioned solely with 

obstacles when cold. Due to the energy discount underneath warm forging conditions, the pressure and work demand of the 

approaches can be reduced in contrast to bloodless forming. 

http://www.steelforging.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/hot-forging-process.png
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The recrystallization is responsible, via the entire reformation of the microstructure, per chance a couple of times, for the 

formation of a pretty fine-grained microstructure. It well-knownshows the most efficient mixture of power and ductility. This 

circumstance qualifies warm forging as one of the most necessary manufacturing approaches for the manufacturing of 

relatively burdened protection components. 

Applications of Hot Forging 

The recrystallization accompanying the excessive temperatures and better formability allows a unique adjustment of very 

fine-grained microstructure. Strength-durability mixtures can be exact extra so than in any different forming process, 

qualifying warm die forging as a manufacturing method in all instances the place excessive working masses (static and 

dynamic) make one-of-a-kind needs to the component. In general, such elements are referred to as “Safety Critical Parts”. 

Consequently, the car and aerospace sectors signify the most essential consumer markets for warm forgings. 

Hot Forgings for the Automotive Application 

 

II. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS  

Solid work is a solid modelling CAD and CAE Application published by Dassault System. 

First stage tool 

 

Work piece in initial condition at 1100 °C 

http://www.steelforging.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/hot-forging-for-automotive-application.jpg
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Work piece is placed in-between punch and die 

 

Second stage Tool 

 

Work piece in Second stage 
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After Completion Work piece 

 

 

III. RESULTS  

 

Wear evaluation of the deiform the simulation of the cast part, it is determined that the flash formation starts after50% of the 

forging operation, therefore the contact time on the flash land is about 1/2 of the complete operation time. The contact stress 

and the sliding velocities after 80% of the operation time are proven in figure, respectively. The common contact stress of 

320MPa and the sliding pace of 1.2 m/s are discovered on the flashland.  For the die hardness of four GPa, the normalized 

parameters are calculatedasP~¼0:03andU~¼158whichgivesanoperatingCondition in the mild-oxidation put on regime. It is 

suggested that oxidation put on seems when metal surfaces slide at velocities above1m/s which is just sufficient to give flash 

temperatures that will cause oxidation.Inoxidation wear mechanism, then on-dimensional depth of wear, 

w~ ¼w=Anom¼K•P~, 

Since put on is the end result of work piece and die floor contact, the procedure of the die filling in the chosen go part is to be 

investigated. Figure suggests the die filling and propagation of contact floor at distinctive ranges of the simulation of forging 

operation. 

Show the most contact stress and the most pace reached for the duration of the forging cycle. The values given in parenthesis, 

in exhibit the share of operation time that these factors of the die are in contact with the work piece. As it is discovered 

graphical representation on part the maximum contact length takes place on the pinnacle land of the die all through about 

75% of the forging cycle and the minimal contact duration happens at the backside of the cavity for the duration of about 

25% of the forging cycle. 
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The load-time design of the mechanical press used in assessments is shown in Figure 

themaximumforceappearsat88%ofoperation cyclewithvalueof6 tons.Therefore, the highest stresses in the die show up in this 

vary of the operation cycle. The plastic deformation in the die takes place due to the high stresses developed for the duration 

of the forging process. By analyzing the nice stresses, the plastic deformation of the die can be obtained. In the deformation 

evaluation of the die, on the nodes the place the fantastic stress is above 814 MPa, the plastic deformation is assumed to 

appear. Figure suggests the plastic deformation of the die profile acquired from the finite quantity evaluation and comparison  

of the original and the worn die profiles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The managed deformation of the 2D forging Analysis procedure effects is 0.01238 Stain befell in Die it will be always 

multiplied in Mass manufacturing so temperature will be elevated and frictional resistances of fabric will be diminished in 

metallurgical soundness and extremely good mechanical properties. 

On the areas at the neighbourhood of the parting line, plastic deformation of die seems due to excessive advantageous 

stresses developed. In the backside phase of the cavity the place the wonderful stresses are fairly lower, the plastic 

deformation does now not appear. 

 

2D Analysis for Punch and die 

Material Selection for Die and Work piece 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

Forging is a metallic working manner that manipulates shapes, deforms, and compresses metallic to reap a preferred form, 

configuration, or look outlined with the aid of a steel processing graph or diagram. 

Though forging is an historical process, it is nevertheless an vital section of most metalworking manufacturing processes. 

With technological developments and the improvement of new metals, forging has changed however keeps a great deal of its 

authentic form. Modern forging makes use of a huge vary of technical techniques and heavy responsibility gear to produce 

components that are critical for most of the requirements of society. 

The operation temperature, contact pressure, sliding speed and contact time have extraordinary results on the depth of wear 

Due to the sliding speed between 0.2 and 1/2 m/s and the contact strain between two hundred and 450 MPa on the contact 

interface of the die and the work piece ,the mechanical wear is predominant wear model 

From the Analysis of warm forging procedure and evaluation with the size of the worn die, (Contact strain 269.1Mpa) the 

dimensional put on coefficient of (6.89) ~ 10—13Pa—1 (i.e. non-dimensional put on coefficient of about 2.50 ~ 10—3) can 

be used as a true approximation for hot forging dies ,under the same conditions. 
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